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ABSTRACT

SR.gRdRhoc Bay is Rbout 2 miles long and hRlf a mile wide; its southern
end is open to the Gulf of Maine. At low tide, about a mile of flat is ex
posed; the seaward two-thirds of this is made up of fine sand and the
other third is muddy. Gemma gemma. lives in great abundRnce in the
sandy sediment but is seRree in the muddy sediment. !

Gemma is ovovivipRrous, produees young through much of the summer,
has a life expect,auey of about 2.2 years, aud a maximum life spau of about
4 years. Shells range in length from about 0.02 to 0.2 inch (0.6 mm. to
neRrly 5 nuh.). In subdued light, Gemma feeds with only the siphons
exposed n.bove the sediment surface. It feeds most actively in the dark,
when it ra.ises· the colored posterior half of the shell above the sediment.
surfaee Rnd moves a.bout somewhat, as the mueh larger dam Sp·isula. does.
An nverage population of 25 gemmas pel' square inch draws food from
nbout 16 percent of the bottom layer of water.

GemmRs are most numerous in the saudy midsection of the flat wheI:e
the tidnl currents close to the bott.om Rre maximum (0.3 to 0.4 foot per
second). Gemmas Rre distributed in a hunehed pattl:'rn. In a statistieal
sense, the.v have a log normAl dist.ribution. Gem'ma Rnd Afya. ha.ve oe
eupied the f1Rt jointly for more thRu 1,000 years; }..Ilya being numerically
dominant in the muddy arens, Gemma in the sandy llreas. The two clams
tend to be ineompR.t.ibie either becR.use they compete for food or for some
other reason.

The totRI Gemm.a population of the bRY in 1954 WRS about 11.5 ;< 109 •

In 1950, it \\'RS Rbout twiel' RS great" alill in 1956 it WRS about 54 percent
less than that of 1954.

Ancient Gem.ma shells Rre distributed irr~gularly from the surface down
to as much as 4 feet below the surface. The averagl:' population over the
PRSt 400 years WRS nbout hRlf, or less than half, of whR.t it wns in the
int,ervR.l 1950-55. .

Research is needed t,o det,ermine the food temperat,ure toleranees Rnd
the toxieity of meta.bolie wast,es of both Gemma yem.ma. and Alya al'enal'·ia..
The hypothesis is advanced, without support,iug data, that Gemma is
fR.vored by the recent warming of the climate and that 1M·ya. is R.dversely
affeeted. The Gemma population, by 1956, decreased to less than 25
percent of what it WRS in 1950. If Gem.ma is a eompetitor of A/ya. aud
the Getnma population eontinues smRll or declines further, this should
permit Afya to reestR.blish itself in the sRnd~ pRTt of the flat.
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LIVING AND ANCIENT POPULATIONS OF THE CLAM

: GEMMA GEMMA IN A MAINE COAST TIDAL FLAT

By W. H. BRADLEY and PETER COOKE, United States Geological Survey

During a study of the late geologic history and
present-day processes of sedimentation and erosion
in Sagadahoc Bay (Maine) the senior author
noted the great abundance of living gemmas in
the sandy parts of the extensive intertidal flat
and the lesser, but still comparable, abundance
of their dead shells to depths of 3 or 4 feet below
the present surface. Large areas of the sandy
part of the flat contain 25 or ·more living gemmas
pel' square inch, and as many as 190. per square
inch have been counted. Although these tiny
clams rarely, if ever, reach 0.2 in~h (5 mm.) in
length, their present abundance suggests that
they may play a more significant role in the
economy of the tidal flat today than in the past.
Some of the observations we made suggest that
Gemma, is a competitor of minute Alya larvae
and that the recent marked decline of the popula
tion of Alya, the well-known soft-shell clam of
commerce, in the sandy part of the Sagadahoc
Bay t,idal flat may have been caused partly by
this competition.

Two facts make it possible to consider the
Gemma population in this bay as an isoiated
community. One is that the physical environment
of the tidal flat and its recent geologic history
have limit,ed the Gemm.a, population to essentially
the sallle area for at least the past thousand years j

the other is that gemmas, unlike other clams in
these waters, reproduce ovoviviparously, and
therefore their young are not transported, except
in very smal~ numbers' by rare events, to other
Gemma communities in neighboring bays, or
vice versa. We have attempted to identify and
evaluate some of the factors operating. within
the communit.y, particularly within the past 400
years, that may have affected the changing size
llnd other characteristics of the population.

NOTE.-Approwd Cor publication July 12, 1957. Fishery Bulletin 137.

Our study of the present and past Gemma
populations is a byproduct of the geologic study
of the Sagadahoc Bay tidal flat undertaken in
1949 in response to a suggestion made jointly by
Joseph M. Trefethen, then State Geologist of
Maine, and Robert L. Dow and Dana Wallace of
the Maine Department of Sea and Shore Fisheries.
The purpose of the study was to see whether
changes could be found in the regimen of sedi
mentation and erosion that might help to account,
for the observed progressive decline in the popula
tion of the soft-shelled clam Alya arena,ria. Many
of the results of these investigations have been
published in anot,her paper (Bradley 1957).
Nothing was found "in the regimen of sedimenta
tion and erosion that could account for the decline
of the Alya population.

Biologists of the U. S. Fish and Wildlife Service
and of the Maine Department of Sea and Shore
Fisheries have for some years been engaged in
comprehensive studies of Alya a.,.enaria, it,s chang
ing populations, growth rates, food supplies, and
larval abundance and distribution in Sagadahoc
and other bays along the Atlantic coast. They
have also been carrying on comparable studies of
the life history and habits of Alya. predators.
It is a pleasure to acknowledge the generous help
of scientists of the U. S. Fish and Wildlife Service,
especially John Glude and Walter Welch, and the
l\faine'Departnient of Sea and Shore Fisheries,
and from t,he former State Geologist of Maine.
We wish also to thank Joel Hedgpeth of the Scripps
Institution of Oceanography for his helpful
criticisms of the manuscript. The manuscript
was also read critically by my colleagues John T.
Hack, Harry S. Ladd, .and Wendell P. Woodring
of the·U. S. Geological Survey alld we are grateful
for their suggestions. Other Survey colleagues
participated in the investigation and are men
tioned at appropriate piaces in the text.
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Most of the tield work on which this paper, is
based was done ill the summers of 1954 and 19.55,
but during the summers of 1950, 1956, nnd 1957
the senior author sampled the living Gemm.a popu
lation over parts of the flat and in 19{)O,' had. an

, "

opportunity to observe the distribution of Gtm:ma
shells in the sidewalls of maliy pits that were dug
in the flat, in order to determine the st,ratigraphy
of the sediments. The senior author also visited:
the flat briefly in February 1956.

ECOLOGY
Physical environment

Sagadahoc Bny is at; t.he s,out.hern end or George
town Island, roughly 10. miles south by east from
the eity of Bath (fig. 1). T,he bny is about 2%
miles long, 'nort.,l,l to south, a,nd approximately
half a mile wide, though it. widens int.o the faiI:
sized Bedroom Cove on It,s western side'." At its
southern end, Sagadahoc Bay iS,open to the ocean,
Low bedrock hills that have ll. thin gravelly soil
surround thE,1 bay exeept at t,he north end where
there is a long salt marsh. ,Anot.her much smaller
snIt marsh fills a small cove In lobe bedrock ter
rnin o'n the enst.ern side of the bay. At the north-'
ern end of the bay lind around niuch of Bedroom'.. .
Cove, are sandy beaches. The rest. of Sagadahoe
B~y is bordered either by steep rocky shores or
gently sloping shores of sandy mud overgrown
with cordgrass (Spal1i'llu, alterniflora. ltnd Spadina
pate:n.~). In t~e northern, part of t,he bay 'two
elongat,e ~llasses of bedrock ,rise above the surface
of the' flat. These nre knowl,l locally ns f,he Bl.ack
Rocks Islf!,l}ds. ' .,

No fresh-water streams of consequenee enter
Sagada,hoe Bay. Small springs bling to t,he bay
its o~lly fresh water' ex;cept. 'in times of heavy
rltins 'amI mehing snow when the s~It marsh at
th~ hea.d of t,he bay eollects a eonsiderable" quali
titv of fresh water, which drains off into the bay.
Le~ser amolints of" fresh wat,er drain int,o the b~y
during heavy rains from' smnll gukhes and hill
wash,' During the wintl~r and spring, when the
ground.is frozen, appt'eeiably larger volumes of
fresh water enter from tli~se gulches ~nd hill
wash. Intense, ,rains flood the tidal flat temporarily
with a sheet of wat,er one-half to 2 or 3 indIes

'." .
deep, mitking the flat look almost as though the
tide lind not gone out. . .. ,

At nverage low t,ides, the upper mile of t,he bay
is exposed as a muddy and sandy tidal flat.

Extreme low tides expose about one-fifth of n mile
more.

Virtually all the t,idal flat proper lies below mean
sea level. From the average low-tide line, the
'surface of, the flat rises only about 4% feet in its
length of nearly a mile. Water drains off this
fl'at eontiimously while it is exposed between tides.
The sandy mud, whieh makes up most of the flat,
is sufficiently porous that it slowly yields its con
tained water at a nearly uniform rate from all
parts of the flat that slope., Parts of abandoned
channels an,d extremely shallow depreSSIons
remain ponded between tides though they con
tinue to drain v~ry,slowly. ,A few small,' slightly
higher 'areas t,hat consist of relatively clean, fine
sand drain out neady dry between tides.

Two kinds of sediinent. ,make up the great bulk
of the flat; one, medium~ to fine-graine~I, well
sorted sand that contains little very fine sand and
silt and a. few t,enths of one percent of organic
ma'tter; the other, similar fine sand, whi~h is made
soft and muddy by a somewhat greater content of
very fi'ne sand, silt, and clay and about 2 percent of
organic matter. ,Figure 2 shows the size distribu
tion and the degree of sorting, of representative
samples of these two kinds of'sediment. F~gure 3
shows' the distribution on the flat of these two
dominant kinds of sediment. Almost everywhere
the boundaries between these two kinds of sedi
ment are cha.racterized by a ~ubtle gradation from
one into the other. Gemmas live in both kinds
of sediment but are far more abundant in the sandy
sediment..
, The soft muddy sediment represents a relat.ively

quiet. environment where the finest particles settle
to t.he bottoni and accumulat.e. The sandy sedi
ment represents an environment wb~re the bott.om
is freqlient.ly (nearly every tide) stirred up by
waves and tidal currents so "that most, of the silt
and clay-sized. part,ides and much of the organic
maUer are winnowed ,out and transported else-
where. .
, In the muddy sediment it is 'obvious that lllOst
of t.he oi-ganic mat.ter is fecal, .for the form' of the
feces is quite "evident. Presumably most of the
fecal inatte.r that retains its form comes froin small
worms, whieh are abundant in the mud., Although
the sandy sediment contains only about: one-tenth
as muc\; organic maUer, it 'is"still adequate to
da,rken the sand and give it a drab or' olive cast,
especially just belo'w the surface.. 'Probably most.
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Figure I.-Location of Sagadahoc Bay, Maine, the mouth of the Kennebec River. and Little River.
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Figure 2.-Cumulative curves show size distribution and degree of sorting of grains that form the two dominant kinds
of sediment in Sagadahoc Bay: (1) Sandy sediment that characterizes midsection and outer parts of the flat,; (2)
Muddy sediment that charactf'rizes the quieter coves and the ttrea at the head of t,he Bay,

of t.he organic matter in the sand is also fecal
though recognizable feces are rare. Particulate
orga,nic detrit.us is locally common, though mostly
neal' the low-tide zone. In winter this particulate
organic detritus, presumably derived mostly from
Spal'tina, is more abundant and is distributed more
generally over the flat.

Both the muddy and sandy sediment have
rather well-defined surficial zones in which the
decomposing organic matter is being oxidized.
This layer is thin in the muddy sediment, a small
fraction of an inch, and is hardly perceptible in the
very soft deep muds, which contain the most
orga,nic matter. In the sandy sediment the
oxidizing zone ranges in depth from a small fraction
of an inch to two or more inches and averages
about an inch. The depth of the oxidizing zone is
a function of permeability of the sediment and the
depth to which the sediment is stirred by the
waves during each tide.

Below the oxidizing zone the sediments, both
muddy and sandy, are gray to. almost black and
are reducing environments containing. hydrogen
sulphide. Little difference was found in either
the pH or l'edox potentia.! (Eh) of the two kinds

of sediment neal' the surfae-e. The pH at or
slightly below the sllrface of the sediments ranged
from 7.02 to 7.45 and the Eh from +304 to +394.
At a depth of 2.4 inches the pH ranged from 7.13
to 7.43 and the Eh from -124 to -194. The
water close t,o the bottom had a pH range of 8.11
to 8.48 and was oxidizing (Eh +275 to +330)
but no more so than ·the surface layers of the mud
and sand. At depths of 2 to 3 feet uelow the
surface of the sediment the pH and Eh values are
only slightly lower than a.t a dept,h of 3.4 inches
below the surface.

The uppermost half inch of sediment, both mud
and sand when exposed at low tide, ranges in
temperature from below t,he freezing point of salt.
wa.ter in the winter t,o at least 84° F. in the
summer. In sunny weather, heat is absorbed by
the dark sediment so that its temperature some
times rises 20° F. higher tha.n the ail' temperature.
Few winter-temperature measurements were made.
but in February 1956, on a clear sunny but windy
day, the ail' temperature near noon was 27.5° F.,
whereas the temperature of t,he fine sand one
fourth inch below the surface was 41 ° F.

Most gemmas dig in about one-fourth inch
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------------ ------------.

TABLE 2.-Survival 01 Gemma gemma at 8elected depth.8

I Feeding. .
, At the surface, half emerged.

5
o

o
o
7
o

27
39
22
1

Numbers ofgemmas
Depths
(inches)

3 1. . _
28 19 2 • _

f ::::::::::: L::::::::::::I::::::::::

Sumnier Winter

Numbers of genllnas
Deptlls
(inches)

These tests were made on unerowded animals
in prime condition. Older or much. younger
animals might have been less successful, particu
larly if they had been much crowded.

The tide in Sagadahoc Bay averages about 9.6
feet, and ranges from a little more than 5 to

Date Date reo Number Numbcr
At depth of- planted covered planted recov·

ercd I

------
2 inches:

10 1teat clams ___________ •___ • ___ A.ug. 30 Sept. 1
control clams .. _______ • __ •. ___ Aug. 30 S~pt. 1 10 ' 1

4 inches:
Sept. Sept. 3 10test clams•• __________ •_______ 1

control clams. ________ •______ Sept. 1 Sept. 3 10 1.
8 inches:

Sept. Sept. 5 10test clams•• __ -______ . ________ 3
control clams. _______________ Sept. 3 Sept. 5 10 1

TA.BLE i.-Summer and winter depth dilltriIJution of living
gem.ma·1l

h--.----------!-'4. _
~,- ------ -----
~~- -------. ----a4 _

During large storms, gemmas get buried to
considerable but ullknO\yn depths. Decause gem
mas are strong, active animals, we were curious
to know how deeply they could be buried and still
rise to the surface and survive. Accordingly,
we made the following simple test,s in a small
aqual'ium. Live gemmas of about equal size
were sieved from the flat and transferred to a
large, deep receptacle filled with gaml from t,he
flat. This sand was wet-sieved to remove all
other gemmas. The aqu8,rium was divided by
a vel,tical septum; on one side 10 living gemmlLs
(the controls) were set on t.he surface; on t.he other
~ide of the septum 10 living gemmas were blll'ied
beneath 2 inehes of sand. For t.he next. two days
or so the aquarium was filled with fresh sea wat.er
and then drained at roughly t.idal intervals t,o
simulate the tides. This same experiment, was
repeatl'd t.wice more, but t.he depths of burial
were 4 and 8 inehes, respectively. Each experi
ment. was started wit.h freshly collecteel gemrilas.
The results (table 2) suggest that gemmas ean
ext.rieate themselves from remarkably deep burial.

below the surface but a few go deeper, even to
three-fourths inch. At one place near the mid
section of the flat, we measured the depths shown
in table 1 to which they had dug and from many
casual observations, we believe this is faiI'ly
typical, though just after a heavy downpour of
rain that literally flooded the flat we found that,
they hltd dug in at, least, one-half inch below t,he
surface.

In the summer of 1956, J. R. Balsley of the
U. S. Geological Survey and the senior author
measured t,he thermal conductivity of the sandy
sediment in the midsection of the flat and the
muddy sediment, near the head of the bay. The
sandv sediment has a thennal conductivity of
abOl;t 4.4xl0-3 cal per cm sec °C and ·the nniddy
sediment slight.ly more, 4.6xl0-3 cal pel' em sec °e.
The moist,ure content of the sandy sediment, is 20.1
percent of wet sample and the muddy sediment
21.2 percent. The spec.ific heat of these sediments
is about 0.24 ± 5 percent cal per gm °C and the
thermal diffusivit,y is about 0.009±10 percent,
c.m2 per sec. The thennal conductivities Wel'e
measured with a probe designed by Arthur H.
Lachenbrueh of the U. S. Geological Smvey and
he made all the comput,ations given above.

During the winter (observations made on 1 day
only Feb, 21, 1956) the gemmas were found to be
distributed mther unevenly through a much
greater range of depth!'! than in the summer
(table 1). As they were inactive it. was not
surprising to find them oriented predominantly on
their sides, as are most dead shells found either
at the surface or at any depths below t,he surface
where we have observed them. It seems possible
that the hibernating gemmas reach these depths
by settling through the fine sand when storm
waves stir it. up. Some doubt is cast on this

,. inference, however, by the fact that the heavy
'-'·rnineral sand grains, garnet, magnetite, horn

blenlk, !tnd others, have not similarly concen- 
trated to depths of several inches. On the
contrary, they are randomly distributed as though
there had never been any opportunity for them
t,o settle selectively.

We were surprised to see, during the summer,
that gemmas, when they dig in, do not remain
oriented with their posterior ends up, but are
rather erratically positioned: four of the 40 had
their anterior ends up.
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nearly 13 feet.. The velocities of the tidal CUlTents
in the bay playa significant role in the economy
of t,h.e shellfish living t,here because their food is
brought to them in suspension in the water that
llasses over them. Of part,icular value is n knowl
edge of the velocities dose to the bottom where
they nre not usually measured. Acc.ordingly,
speeial equipment wns designed and made for us
by Art,hur H. Frazier, Chief of the U. S. Geological
Survey's 'Vnter Resources ;Development Lahora
tory at, Columbus, Ohio (fig. 4).'

During t,he summcr of 1953, Chnrles E. Knox,
hydraulic. engineer from Uw Boston office of the
Geologicnl Survey, mensured the eurren t veloeities
at 1.7 stations in t,he intertidal part of Sagadahoe
Bny. The statipns, seleeted in: eonsultation with
John Glul-Ie of the U. S. 'Fish and Wildlife Service,
wcn' loc.ntcd whe~'~' t,he velocit,ies are most nenrly
reprcsenttl,tive of flow over the flat, and are least
Itffected b~~ the faster-flowing water in the major
dl'lliulLgc e1lltnnels. The velocities observed at
these stations were related by time to the corre
sponding water-surface elevations. shown by an
automat,ie stage recorder, whieh was installed
near the low-tide line. Current, velocities were
measul'l~d continuously at O} ·foot, and 1.0 foot,

and· 3.0 feet above the bottom, but only the
velocities at 0.1 foot, above UIC bottom were fully
worked out.

On the. basis of data obt.a.ined during .luly and
August 1953, bottom velocit,ies measured nt the
17 stations gave similar pattel11s. The veloeities
at t,he start, of incoming tide were t,he highest
recorded during t,he tidnl c:,'cle ItIlll ranged £i'om
0.35 fps. to O.S~ fps. The velocities decreased
rapidly and then leveled off, reaehing It minimum
ll,round the ehnnge of tide. :Minimum velocities
mnged from zero to 0.15 fps. Mt:'nsurable y.eloe
it,ies were rec.orded nt, nIl but one st,nt,ion in Bed·
room Cove. The veloeitit:'s illel'ensed after the
t,urn of t./lC tide and reaehed nnother peak as the
water drninecl off t,he flnt. These penk velocities
as the water drained off rangt:'d from 0.20 fps. to
0.58 fps. The velocities at the start of a tidal
eycle averaged about ~5 percent higher than those
near the end.

The velocities vnricd rather uniformly through
out the bay. In Bedroom Cove they were. about
half those in other pnrts of t./le bny. The veloc
ities in t,he upper end of the main part, of the bay
were about 3.5 percent lower t,han t,hose fa.rther
out in the ba)-.

FIGURE 4.-Pygmy Price current meters mounted near the bottom of a tube which surrounds a stainless steel rod. The
tube hangs from a pivot at the top of the rod so it is free to rotate as the rudders dictat.e. The steel rod is set in
the cone-shaped bottom of an iron pipe driven 3 feet into the mud. Cent.ering collar at top of the pipe provides
for plumbing the rod. The corks resting against the current-meter rotors prevent rotation in the wind but rise when
the tide comes in to let the rotors turn only when fully submerged. Impulses from the three current meters were
recorded on paper tape moving through a battery-driven, clock-controlled recording device, which was supported
on a float.
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The average veloCities varied direet.l~' wit.h the
range of the tide and for t.lle t.ide of August 18,
19.53 (7.7 ft..), were 30 pereent. lower than t.hose
for the t,ide of August 25-26, 1953 (11.2 ft.).
Flow int.o and from the bay varied at, a fairly
uniform rate. However, there were times, espe
cially when a pronouncecl swell was running, when
the water moved in surges, that, is, seiehes were
est,ablished. These surges, whieh have a period
of something less than 10 minut.es, may be edge
waves deseribed by Munk, Snodgrass, ll.nd Carrier
(19.56, pp. 127-129). At. these times, the current,
moved ltltemately in and out. for intervals of
several minutes, especially near t.he t,urn of the
tidp. The same seiehes have been ohserved at,
the low-t,ide line. The reeordccl velodt,y wu.s the
resultant of the two velocities.

The detailed observations and graphs may be
~onsulted in an open-file report (Knox u.nd
Bradley, 1954) on deposit at the library of the
U. S. Geologieal Survey.

Surfaee water velocities (ea. 30 inches below the
surface) were measured from stick-buoy surveys
on August 8, 1952 and averaged nearly 0.3 fps. on
the flood tide and 0.59 fps. on the ebb tide. These
are nverages over nenrly the full length of the in
tertidlll zone on a tide whose range was. great,er
thun ltverage.

The waters of Sagadahoe Bay have somewhat
less than ocean salinity owing to the freshening of
a huge urea off the entrance to the btty by thq
Kennebec River, whose mouth is adjncent to
Sagadahoc Bay on the west. For several miles
out to sea beyond the mouth of the Kennebec
River, the surface water has salinities of 25.1 to
25.4 parts per t,housand. In Sagadahoc Bay,
during the summer, the salinities range from about
26 parts per thousand at the entrance to 29.8
near the landward end. More saline water comes
into Sagadahoc Bay from t,he east through the
narrow passage between Indian Point and Salters
Island and accounts for t,he greater salinities with
in the bay. Summer evaporation from the much
warmer water near the head of the bay tends to
increase the salinities at the head of the bay.
Generally, these shallow waters are turbulent
enough so that all t.he water in any vertical
column is effectively mixed.

The long rocky ribs that form t.he east and west
sides of Sagadahoc Bay refract the oeean ~aves,
regardless of their orientation at sea, and direet

465081 0-58-2

them up the bay with their crests essentially nor
mal to the long axis of the bay. During storms,
two zones of breakers form, one seaward from the
average low-tide line and the ot.her farther up the
bay. The positions of these zones of breakers, of
course, shift with the stage of the tide and t,he
size of the waves.

During q~lieter times, t,he waves that eome in
over the intertidal area of the bay genel'ally have
steep flanks and wide flat troughs. These arc only
the crests of oeean waves whose bottoms have
been sheared off by the shoaling bott,om in the
outer half of the bay. As eaeh of these waves
passes over the bott,om, it creates beneath it, and
in baek of it, a family of horizontal parallel
vortices (fig. 5). The hydrodynamies of these
vortices (Russell 1952, pp. 114-116) is sueh that
they have at first small orbits and high' Ol:bititl
velocity, but immediutely the axis of the vortex
begins to rise, the orbit grows larger, und t,he
orbital veloeity deereuses. Such wave-generat,ed
vortiees are effective erosive agents, which not
only move detrit.us und fine sand grains but doubt
less also smnIl gemmas and myus. This is t.he
process thut. t.hrows the surface of the snndy part
of t,he flut int.o its ehuract.eristic, ever-present
ripples.

Gemma life cycle

Gemma. gemma is ovoviviparous und aceording to
Sullivan (1948, p. 2) "the lurvae pass their entire
"eliger stuge in the adult, and on liberat.ion settle
in a duster around the parent.." Sullivan notes
further (p. 31) that "Gemma eggs are lurge, a.nd
so are the earliest shelled la.rvae. The smallest
lurva meusured was 272x295 mierons. 'When
liberat,ed, they are generally around 340x410
mierons." Appurent.ly they are liberat,ed through
the summer nearly up to fre,ezing weather for we
hnve found minute forms all t,hrough July and
August and some in February. These must have
been born very late,in summer as they showed very
lit.tle· growth beyolld the larval shell. On the
Suguduhoc flut, gemmas grow t.o a maximum
lengt,h of nlmost 0.2 inch (5 mm.) but the bulk of
the mat.ure population averages nearer 0.16 inch
(4 mm.) in length.

Aecordillg to our observations, the gemmas liv
ing in Suguduhoc Bay today live at most 4 years
but the great bulk of them live only 2 years. These
age determinutions are based on growth increments
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FIGURE 5.-Family of horizontal vortices (a) that form below waves traveling up the tidal flat have at first small orbits and
high orbital velocity; each vortex tb) erodes a trough, rises, enlarges its orbit, decreases its orbital velocity, becomes
turbulent and dissipates; ripple marks (c) formed by scour of sllccessivE! families of wave-generated horizontal vortices.

of the shells of living gemmas. On most shells the
larval stage is sharply defined and, except on those
less than 1 year old, is deeply corroded, white, and
ehalky ;fig. 6). On shells less than a year old the
laryA.l shell is recognizable by it.s rugose sUI'fa,ce
9:: d by a fine bounding groove. Shell grown after

:expulsion from the parent is glassy smooth (fig. 6).
The first year's growt.h is plainly set off from the
second year's growth by a groove. In the 2-, 3-,
and 4-year olds the first year's growth has many
chalky blotches and the second year's grow.tll of
shell is sparsely marked with whit,e ehalky blot.ches.
Chalky spots more than a year old are pitted.
Also, the second year's shell, espeeially on the
posterior end, is a deeper violet. Both this color
difference and t.he groove representing the winter
cessation of growth are more conspicuous from
the posterior end (fig. 6).

In all the following age determinations (both
living and dead shells) the animal was eonsidered

to be 2 years old if it lived into t.he second year,
even though it may have died early in that y~ar.

In the same way, those that lived int.o the third
and fourth years were counted as 3- and 4-year
oIds.

Gemmas that lived in Sagadahoc Bay many
years ago lived longer and apparently grew some
what more slowly than those that live there today.
Some grew for 6 years, and possibly longer, but
after the fifth year the growth zones· are too
narrow and obscUI'e to be very reliable indicators.
The ages of 202 gemma shells were determined
from an extensive shell-pavement layer that
underlies much of the sandy part of the flat a.t
depths ranging from 20 to 24 inches below the
present surfaee. The age distributions of the
living, modern dead, and ancient gemmas are
shown in table 3. The modern dead gemmas were
collected in February 1956 from the surface of the
flat near the southern end of Black Roeks Islands.
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FIGURE 6.-Gemma gemma showing first-year form (a) with rugose larval cap and clear glassy, deep violet post-larval
growth; two-year old individual (bl having white, chalky larval cap, chalky blotches on the first year growth, and
clear glassy second year growth; po.'ltel'ior view (c) of same 2-year old showing the darker violet band close to the
margin of the first year's growth; a 3-year old (d) showing corroded larval cap, chalky first year growth, sparsely
blotched second year growth, and a narrow band of clear third year growth.
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, Those t1mt died in 19M plus u small but unknown number that died In
preced ing )'cars.

, Includes some 5- nnd 6-)'enr olds and posslbl)' some stl11 older.

TABLJ> a.-Age distribution of lil,ing, 1I/.Qdern dead, and
ancient ge1ntllas in the Sagadahoc Ba.!! tidal flat

A small number of the shells in t.he living popula
tion have obscure growt.h bands and so their ages
m'e indeterminate. In the andent Gem:ma popu
lation the ages of more shells were indeterminate,
principally because the surface layers of shell had
ft~ked off. Olily sOUlid shells whose growth zones
were clearly ..marked were used in making t.he
counts list.ed in table 3.

when the density mcreases greatly over the
optimum.

The average at death of both the modern
Gemma populat,ion and the ancient Gemma popu
lation is essentially the same (2.2 years), despite
the fact. that. the ancient animals grew somewhat
more slowly and, at least, a few of them lived
longer. .

As discussed lat.er (p. 325-27), Comparison of
1950, 1954, 1955, 1956, and 1957 population, the
Gemma population in Sagadahoc Bay decreased
progressively for the years 1954, 1955, and 1956.
Moreover, it decreased a proportionate amount
between 1950 and 1954, but as we took no census
in the years 1951-·53 we do not know w4ether the
decline was at a uniform rate (fig. 13).

'We wonder whether the apparent decrease in
life span shown in table 3, especially the very
small number more than 2 years old in the 1955
living population, may not acc.ount in part for
some of the observed decline in t.he population.
A stable populat.ion of animals whose average life
span, for example, is 4 years, can be sustained by a
25-percent. annual replacement, but if the life span
is reduced to 2 year~ it would require 50-percent
annual replacement. to maintain that same popu
lation. Of course, if the replacement rate re
mains const.ant the population must be reduced
by half. Clearly, the Gemma population in
Sa,gadahoc Bay has (leclined much more in the
interval 1950--56 than the apparent decrease in
the life span of. the gemmas could ac.count for;
hence, other faetors must _be sought to account
for the decrease in the Ge'mma populat,ion.

Surely something abnormal is happening in t.he
population, because in each census the number of
I-year olds. is markedly less than the number of
2-year olds (t.able 3), whereas in a stable popula
tion it shoi,11d be. the other way around. Even
allowing for 25-percent. loss of the minute in
dividuals, which is generous in our met.hod of
sampling (p. 319-20) the numbers of I-year olds
are discrepantly small. Considering the small size
of the youngest gemmas and the fact that most.
small partides are' winnowed out of the sandy part
of the flat by waves and currents, it seems probable
to us t.hat a sizable percent.age of the minute
gemmas are similarly winnowed out and ~ither

moved up the flat into a muddy and much less
favorable environment or moved seaward beyond
the low-tide line where they cannot live. This

44
il
79
'8

202
2.25

2ifi
2,2

30
155
83
8

1.58"
1.8

345
1.208

32

5
12
32

1

50
2.ti

Living Lh'ing Modcm'
09491 (19551 dead AJ1('icnt

(1955)
Age classes

The age distribution of the living gemmas
apparently differs somewhat from year to year,
although the average age seems to be decreasing
progressively. In 1949 it was 2.6 years; in 1955
it was only 1.8 years. Some allowance must be
made in this coniparison for the fact that in the
1949 age class we <letermined the ages of only 50
geil.lmas whereas for the 1955 class we determined
the ages of 1,585 (table 3). This table shows that
the'1955 population was abnormally deficient in
individuals over 2 years old.

Beca:use the cli~ate' has been warming' pro
gr~ssively for the past 30 years or more, it is
pertinent to raise t.he question whether the life
sp""n. of .Gemma gemma along the Maine coast may
not be decreasing. Much farther south (Chesa
peake Bay), Gemma _gemma has a life span of only
1 .ye~r (J. P. E. Morrison; oral communication,
19~,5). 'Bp,t nlany more vital statistics on the
Maine Gemma gemma than we have collected wili
be required to determine if such a secular change
is taking place.

A les~ extreme ('."'{planation, and perhaps there
fore more probable, is that the decrease in life
span resulted from the crowding of the gemmas
while the population ~as so derlse during ~950
(and possibly 1951~53). Pearl, Miner, and
Parker (1927, pp. 293-296) found in their experi
ments with fruit flies, that density of population
markedly decreases life duration, part.icularly

Totals counted _
Anrage age (~·cars)---.----------

1-year·olds _
2-yenr-old. _
a-yenr-old. _
4-~·"nr·oJds- _
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TARLE 4.- fVinter and SIt/lllller Gemma CQunts per S-inch
dl:ameter sample

Stations FebI'U:l"YI .Tnl)'
lllM 19M

---------- -----

would account for the observed abnormal defi
ciency of I-year oMs in the population. If this is
so, an abnormally high frequency of summer
storms would have a depleting effect on the popu
lation of Gemma and vice versa.

We have very little inforn~ation on seasonal
changes in the abundances of Gemma in this bay,
but that little suggests no change.

Feeding habits'

Gemmas -that Jive in the sandy areas have rela
tively thick, strong shells that are strongly colored,
deep violet 'or purple in the small ones and lighter
violet in, the ma,ture shells. The mature ones,
however, .have only about one-half or less of the
posterior 'en(ls colored. When the clam is feeding
in the dark, th.i~ colored posterior end rises above
the sudace of the sand. In the dark, they move
around somewhat as Spis1tla. does. In' subduel
light, t.hey feed with only their siphons exposed.
It is doubtful whether they feed at all wheli strong.
sunlight p~!letrates to the bottom, that is, in shal
low, clear _water. But in Sagadahoc Bay the
water is generally somewhat turbid so that, a few
feet of water over the part of the flat where the
gemmas arc most 'abundant probably dims even
midday summer ,sun enough so -that, they "feed, at
least with only tJ;J.eir siphons exposed.

An attempt was made to determine the area over
which individual Jna~ure gemmas feed. To do
this a small aquari~n~ was set up with saildy mud
from the flat wit,h its cO,ntained gemmas. No run
ning sea wa,ter was 'availabl~, but at appropriate
intervals the water wtJ,~' pou'red off and some hours
later fresh sea water was added, thereby roughly
simulating the tides. - ,

We found that the g~mmas- fed much m.ore-, 0

actively at night, or indeed at any,t,ime when kep~

in the dark. They are so shy of light that obser
vations had to be made within a minute or less
after the aquarium was uncovered. In those brip.f
intervals we could make no measurements; only

LIVING POPULATION

Distribution

Gemmas live in virtually all parts of, t.he Saga
dahoe Bay exeept a nari'ow irl:f:\g!!ItJ,r .zone around
the nut:rgills (fig. 8). Thei are mueh"more num
erous in the large ~ai'eas of t.he flat, where t.he
sediment is relat,iy~ly Clean, fine-grained sand,
ancH.hey evidently find a nearly optimum environ
ment in tlle midsection of the flat,.

Gemmas t.hat live in the -sandy areas, have
thick strong", shells ltnd are whit,e with violet
posterior en(ls. Those that live in the muddy
areas have thin, delicate shells, which are 'easy t,o
crush betwe~n the thumb and finger. The mud
dwellers have paler colors and in some areas are
light brown. .

Apparently gemmas, like many .int.ertidal sp~

cies; m~st be .wet" virtl~ally all the .time, for they
are extremely rare or absent from pla.ces, eit,her
sandy or muddy, t.hat, drain out nearly dry be
tween t,ides. They prosper only in intert.idal
areas where the slopes are gentle and where the

estimate 'dimensions by visual comparison with
the known average dimensions of the sheIk In
general the siphons protrude about the equivalent
of a shell width and most of the time they are
kept in, or neady in, the plane of the valve open
ings. Occasionally the siphons are moved slowly
about in a semicircle. The effective area from
which they draw food was est,imated to be roughly
equal to the area of the side of the shell, about
0.0065 square inch (4.2 square nun.), but this is
probably n minimum becnuse genunas move about,
at lenst in th.e dark. The longest, furrow observed
in the aquarium was a little more than 1.2 inches.
Where several mature gemmas by chance came
'into contact they pushed and shoved one anot,her
\vith considerable vigor.

I.f we assullle that t.lw probable minimum area
from which each gemma draws foo"d is 0.0065 in.2

(4'.2 mm. 2) !tnd that there ~.re 25 mat.ure gemmas
per square inch in the central sandy pa.rt of the
tidl!-l flat.--roughly the average densi t.y in 1954
'then ,t.hese gemm,as are drawing food from about
16 percent of the bottO~l layer of water passing
over. them..' Th~:' present living Gemm.a. popula
tion(l950) ralig6s from 1 or 2 per square inch near
the niitrgins of t.he_'flat to as many as 190 per
square inch in the sandy central part of the flat
(fig. 7).
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FIGURE 7.-Distribution of sampling stations used in the 1950 Gemma census. Numbers are gemmas per square inch.
Large rectangle is area sampled in 1955, 1956, and 1957 for comparison with 1950 and 1954 populations.
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FIGURE S.-Dist.ribution of sampling stations used ill the 1954 Gel/lll1a census. Numbers are gemmas per square inch.
Dashed line around margins of the flat is the outer boundary of the Gemma population. The distribution of
special sampling plots 9 by 9 feet square (G-l 1,0 G-Il) are also shown together with l,he large rectangle used for com
paring the Gemma population from year to year.
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FJl::T)RE 9'.-Directions and dist.ances that colored sand
grains were moved radially from a. point source b~'

WIWCS alld tidal currents in 15 days of lIVl'l'age summer
weather durin~ the summer of 1950. The colored grains
were of about, the same size and dellsity of ,t,he avera~c

slwd grains in the sandy part of the flat.

sediments are fine grained enough to keep th~ pore
spaces filled with wate,r while the tide is out.

As noted above, gemmas move about while
feeding or while', searching for better feeding
grounds. Perhaps this movement alone could
account for their present ubiquity in the sandy
part,s of the Sagadahoc,Bay t,idal flat. But waves,
especially those generated by big storms, move
gemmas in large nuntbers and probably for con
siderable distances. ' Patently, small gemmas are
moved about more thlin the mature ones. .Tudg
ing by the measured migration of sand grains on
this flat (fig. 9), the dominant tendency of the
waves is to move gemmas northward up· the long
axis of the flat. Nevertheless, the sand grains,
which average about 0.005 inch (0.12 mm.) in
diameter, are also moved in all other directions

and doubtless also are gemmas. These and other
related observations are discussed in another re
port (Bradley, pp. 666-669).

A small percentage of mature gemmas acquire
tufts of the green alga, Ente1'mno/'pha compre.<jso.,
which ensures their transport by waves of even
moderate size. Whenever mature gemmas con
taining young in their mantles are transported
to a favorable environment, new centers of rela
tively greater population density come into being.

Both these saltatory means of distribution help
to account for the observed uneven distribution
of the Gemrna population in an extensive, monot
onously uniform sandy flat where uniforD;lit,y of
distribution might be expected.·

The sandy part of the flat. with the exception
of a few small marginal areas, is always rippled,
and the ripple r.rests are nearly normal to the
long axis of the bay. The size a.nd shape of the
ripples, of course, is determined by the size of the
waves and t,he depth of the water during the
preceding high tide. Most common are ripples
that a.re asymmet,l:ic and ·whose wave lengths nre
5 or 6 inches froni cres~ to crest. Amplit.udes of
the ripples differ from tide: 4,0 tide but rnrely
exceed one inch. .

During one low tide we sampfed the number
of living gemmas at 18 stations in the midsection
of the flat and found that on the average there
were 20 per square inch in the troughs, 16 per
square inch on .the crests, and 24 on the midpart
of the long back slope.

The surface of the whole flatjs interrupted at
intervals of a quart!er of a mile or less by low
transverse ridges and adjacent broad shallow
swales. These featm;es· have roughly the same
form as gigantic nsymmetric ripples whose steep
faces are landward. On one of these ridges we
found from rather extensive sampling that there
are about 22 gemmas per square inch on the
ridge and about 15 per square inch in the adjacent
swale.

Further observations are needed to det,ermine
whether this distribution of gemmas with respect
to the sand ripples and larger topographic features,
is determined by the waves or whether the gemmas
move to those positions because they are in some
way more favorable.

The 1950 and 1954 counts (figs. 7 and 8) show
that gemmas are much more abundant in the
midsection of the tidal flat tlum they are else-
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counts of gemmns cnught on the several screens
were as follows:

Nearly 1:3 percent passed the 20-mesh screen
dry. This undoubtedly represents a maximum
for samples with t,his size range. During t.he
summer of 1950, all the samples were taken with
fi cylindrical cutter 1% iHches in diameter (2.4
square inches), which took the top 1 inch of
sHdiment. In 1954, 195.5, 1956, and 1957 we
used a cutt,er 3 inches in diameter (7.06 square
inches), which took a sample 1% inches deep.
The deeper sample is better because we have
occasionn.Ily found mature gammas tha,t deep,
presumably buried by shifting sand.

The patt,ern of sampling of the living Gem·m.a
population was unfortunately not consistent. In
1950 the sampling was incidental to other studies
mnde on the tidal fInt, and the pattern of sampling,
therefore, was determined in. part by the plan
of those studies (fig. 7). In 1954 the pnttern of
snmpling was designed to obtnin as good 0. repre
sent.nt.ion of the t.otalliving populntion ns possible
(fig. 8). III 19.55, 1956, and 1957 only a part
of the midsect,ion of the flat, wns sampled (fig. 10),
primarily to compare t.he population of 1955, 1956,
nnd 1957 with that in t.he same nren in 1954 and
1950.

During the summer of 1954 we sampled system
atically along rnther regularly spaced tra.verses
and at close int.ervals along the mnrgins of the
flat but nlso sampled 11 square nreas 9 feet on a
side in some detail. The locations of these
squa.res nre shown on the map (fig. 8) as G-1.
0-7, et.c. Each square was divided into 81
squnres 1 foot on 0. side. Three-inch dinmeter
samples were taken from the cent.ers of 23 of these
smaller squares according to the pattern shown
in fig. 11. But for one of the 9-foot. squares we
took snmple~ from alternate I-foot, squares, which
yielded 0. totnl of 41 snmples. This pnttern of
sampling wns adopted to see whether we could
evaluat.e the reliabilit.y of our single widely spnced
samples taken in t1'llverse~ roughly· normal t.o
the long axis of. the fint (fig·. 8). We. also wished

344 0.14 in. (3.5 mm.).
Hi 0.114,-0.12 in. (1.2-3.1 DIIIl.).
,2 0.024-0.39 in. (0.6-1.0 mm.).

where. This environment is evidently more
favorable than elsewhere. The favorable factor
may be a great,er food supply made available to
that area by the tidal currents, which flow over
it 30 to 36 percent faster than they do fa,rther up
the flat. At a depth of 0.1 foot above the bottom
the average tidal currents run over this midsection
of the flat about 0.3 foot per second during the
t,ides with small ranges and about 0.4 fps. during
the la.rge tidal ranges. A little farther up the flat
the corresponding average velocities are 0.2:3 and
0.29 foot per secoud (Knox and Bradley, 1954,
p. 7. table 11). The great.er velocities over the
midseetion of the fiat are doubtless due to the
fact that, the bay narrows here. Tidal velocities
were not, measured farther seaward, but we infer
that they nre less until one comes to the low-tide
zone wheI'e the bay narrows again. Neither
gemmas nor myas, however, live in significant
numbers near the low-tide line.

In the midsect,ion of t,he flat polychaet.e worms
are common and locally abundant. Two species,
Spio 8eto80. and Py{/o8pio Ple{/an.~, which were
kindly identified for us by Dr. Marian H. Pettibone
of the Univerflit.y of New Hampshire, out.nnmber
all others by an overwhelming margin. Roughly,
the larger worm Spio 8efo.~a is most numerous in
the west,ern and nort.hern parts of the midsection
of the flat and PYf/o8pio ele{fo:n8 is most numerous
in the east,ern part of the midsection of the flat.
In the central part of t,he midsection of the fiat
where gemmas are most. numerous, neither worm
is common.

Methods of sampling

All the counts of the living gemmas were made
on Ule fiat a.fter wet-sieving the sample through
a 20-mesh screen (diameter of opening 0.033 in. or
0.84 mm.). This quickly removes virtnally all
the sand but has the disadvantage of losing an
unknown number of the flmaUest gemmas, those
between about 0.016 in. and 0.039 in. (0.4 and
1.0 mm.). Nevertheless, a considera,ble number
of these minute .forms aTe found after wet-sieving
because they have a strong tendellcy to be trapped
by the capillary film on the wires of the screen.
To determine the probnble maximum number of
minute geinmas that could pass the 20-mesh
l;?creen, two 3-inch diameter samples were taken'
side by side, air dried, and sieved dry. The

Serren

No.9 mcsh _
No. 20 mesh _
No. 32 ami 05 mesh _

Gemmas
eaught

Size ranges
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TABLE 5.-NlI·m.berll of OMllmas in 3-in. diameter samples in
9 by 9 foot square plots, G-l to G-ll of fig. 8

0-1. ___________ :l3 22 74 • 244 ;6 52 110-2___________ . 23 28 49 85 .'1 13 70-3____________ 23 82 200 382 195 66 280-4 ____________ 23 48 104 2n8 118 43 170-5____________ 23 5 28 77 33 21 50-6____________ :l3 j 33 75 33 16 r.0-7... _________ 23 20R 324 644 357 118 510-8 ___ . ___ . ____ 23 19 62 138 64 27 9
0-9..• ________ .' 23 2 14 41 16 10 2
0-10.. _____ . ___ 41 105 212 456 221 78 31
0-11... ___ ._ .. _ 23 9 27 41 24 8 3

to appraise the spottiness or uniformity of gemmas
in relatively small areas, whieh were seleeted as
typical of various parts of the flat. The distribu
tions are shown in table 5' (see also fig. 12).

After diseussions with W. C. Krumbein of North
western University about the statistiea} signifi
eance of our 1954 and 1950 sampling, we deeided t,o

Sample plot
Num·
ber of Mini· Median Maxi· Mean

samples mum mnm

Stand- A\'er·
ard age

devia· no. per
tion sq. in.

sample in the summer of 1955 enough of the flat
to permit a reliable comparison of the 1950, 1954,
and 1955 populations. The pattern of sampling
in 1956 and 1957 was like that of 1955. A
rectangle, 875 by 1,050 feet, was laid out in the
midseetion of the flat (fig. 10). Following Krum
bein's eounsel, we subdivided this into 30 squares
175 feet on a side and took a 3-inch diameter
sample from the center of eaeh square. These
samples were used as a basis for estimating the
1955 Gemma population. Using a table of random
Ilumbers, 10 of these 175-foot squares were selected
and each was subdivided into 49 squares 25 feet
on a side. Then two of these 25-foot squares
were selected at random from each of the ten
175-foot squares. Eaeh 25-foot square so seleeted
was subdivided into squares 1 foot on a side.
Again using a table of random numbers, two I-foot
squares wel'e selected and from the eenter of eaeh

•
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FIGURE 10.-Plan of detailed sampling for 1955 designed by W. C. Krumbein. The·rectangle is 1,050 feet by 875 feet,
the larger squares art: 175 feet on a side, and the smaller squares are 25 feet 011 a side. Three lines of stakes, lettered
A through R, were fixed 011 the tidal flat by plane table survey. All other positions in the rectangle were measured
from those stakes. Sampling procedure is described in the text.
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1+--------- 9 FelT -----~--+< TABLE 7.-Analysis of l'ariance

Sum of Degrees of Mean
squares freedom squares

-
Between 175 font squares______________ I. 6062 9 0.1785
Between 25 foot squares. _____________ 0.5458 10 0.0546
Between 1 foot squares_______________ 0.3249 20 0.0162

TABLE 6.-Nltmbers of gemmas per 3-inch diameter sample
taken frQlldhe rando/lll:zed and ncsted plots (jig. 10)

FIGURE ll.-Plan of 1954 sampling plot.s designated G-l
to G-ll located on map figure 8. The smaller squares
are 1 foot on a side ltnd samples were taken from t.he
center of 23 such squares as indicated. In plot G-lO
samples were taken from alternat.e I-foot squares
making a total of -11 instead of 23.

Two F test,s can be made. The first is 0.1785/0.0546=
3.27, which is significant at t.he 5-percent. level. It
suggests t1:lat there is greater variability between large
squares t,han there is bet.ween small squares in a large
square. Similarly, the t,est 0.0546/0.0162=3..37, which is
significant, at the I-percent. level, and it. stat.es t.hat. t,here
is more variabilit,y between small squares in a large square
t han there is between s:ullples in a s1ll1~1l square.

The differences between the 175-foot squares
probably reflect an already· recognized decrease
in· the numbers of gemmas in all directions away
from an area of peak abundance (fig. 8). This
area oJ peak abundance is northwest of t~e center
of the sandy part of the flat and presumably
represents optimum conditions for Gemma. The
differences between 25-foot squares may' also
reflect in part, this same "regional" distribution
but in larger measure they, like the differences
between the I-foot squares, reflect the general
spottiness of the Gemma distribution.

A crude measure of the scale of the spottiness
is shown by the average range in. the numbers of
gemmas. Within the 175-foot squares the mean
range is 81.2 j within the 25-foot squares it is
95.3 j but between samples within t.he I-foot
squares, it, is only 31. The bunched groups of
gemmas occupy areas between the area of the
25-foot squares and the I-foot squares.' (See
fig. 12.)

Pattern of distribution

The 9-foot-square plots sampled in 1954 provide
£Into. that reveal something of the pattern of

. Gemma distribution in the Sagadahoc Bay tidal
flat. In analyzing these data we follow G. E.
Hute-hinson's illuminating paper, Concept of
Pattern in Ecology, (1953, pp. 1-12). He defines
pattern (p. 3) as "the structure which results from
the distributions of organisms in, 01' from, their
interact.ions with, their environments", and visual
izes five kinds: Vee-torial patterns, which are dis
tribut.ions of organisms det.ermined by c.xternal
forces, such as light, temperature, humidity, or
density gradients, changes of state in certain
directions, currents, and winds j reproductive

24
2

o

o':
IL

'"

I

25-foot I-foot
175·foot squares

squares squares
I II III IV V VI VII VIII IX X

------ ---- - -- - - -----
A ____ •. __ i 1 175 129 118 181 227 147 104 115 159 7

2 98 123 105 213 222 88 44 102 161 61
B ________ 1 199 72 128 325 126 116 76 63 80 Q

2 109 47 111 259 82 114 30 99 84 3

of these I-foot squares we took Ii sample 3 inches
in diameter.

Analysis of nested samples

Table 6 shows the distribution of gemmas in
the 40 nested samples. We wanted to get a
measure of the variability with different sample
spacing. From the raw data we found the

. following average differences in numbers of
gemmas counted: Between 175-foot squares 229.2 j

between 25-foot squares 95.3 j and between I-foot
squares 30.9. To test the significance of the
differences, W. C. Krumbein kindly made an
analysis of variance and reported as follows:

Thl) nested samples give some information about the
variability with different sample spae.ings. I. used logs'
direct.ly and obtained the following mean squares in lOll:
terms.
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patterns, which are determined by genetic con
tinuity, offspring remaining nen.r the pa'rent; social
patterns, which are determined by signaling of
various kinds, leading either to spaeing or aggre
gatioll; coactive patterns, which are determined
by interaction between species in competit.ion; and
stochast.ie patterns, which are determined by
random forees.

From the fact t.hat Gemma. is ovoviviparous it is
reasonable to expect that the organism continually
tends t.o establish a reproductive or superdispersed
pattern. The reproductive pat.tern, however,
cont.inually tends t.o be destroyed by the act,ion of
waves and currents and t.his dist.urbing vect.or is
enhaneed to some extent by the plumes of Entel'o-

o 2 3 4 5F"t
L' -'--::-__--"'~-------'-------'------"

FIGURE 12.-Bunched distribution of gemmas in a 9 by 9 foot square, G-lO. Contours represent, i.ilies of equal.numbers
of gemmas and are balled on counts.o( ,1;he clams in 3-inch diameter samples indicated by the black dots in the centers
of 41 alternate I-foot squares. In drawing the contours, it was assumed that the numbeI:s of gemmas decreased, or
increased, at a uniform rate across the spaces betw~en samples. Hachured cont~urs indicate closed "depressions".
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TABU: 8.-JJiRlriblition of gemmus aronnd individual myas

I. ______________ . __ 36 1105.6 86.5 28.9 -25.0
2_____________ . _.. _. 32 62.6 46.0 16.6 -26.05a_______________ •__ 25 '99.0 63.0 36.0 -36.44_______________ • __ 24 114.2 101.0 13.2 -11.65_____________ ..• __ 22 82.0 62.5 19.5 -23.8

----------Means _______ . __ ---------- 94.6 71.8 22.8 -24.6

Because the station populations differ consider
ably in density and because at each station the
ranges in numbers of gemmas nre rather large
(table 9), it may be that the consistently low counts
found in the 5 pairs of north-south proximal
samples are the result of chance. To test this we
made a T test of the sigllifieunee of the differenees
between the means of the north-south proximal
pairs at the 5 stat.ions and the menns.of the respec
tive station populations. By pairing the obser
vations and analyzing only the differenees we get
rid of the station-to-station differences that are

plot to one low tide to avoid movements of the
gemmas. Areas of this size are not likely to
contain other undeteeted myas beeause in this
part of the flat myas occur almost always as incli
viduals spaced several' to many feet apart.

We have assumed, perhaps unwan-antedly, that
if the proximal positions along the north-sout,h line
through a mya siphon are the least favorable spots
for gemmns there will be, on the average, fewer
gemmas in those spots. To determine if this is so,
the number of gemmas in each pair of north-south
proximal samples were averaged (eol. 3, table 8)
and then the rest or' the samples at eaeh station
were aver~ged to give the average number of
gemmas per .sample (7.06 square inches) at, that
statioli. This is referred to hereaft,er as the
station population (eol. 2, table 8). The table
shows that the number of gemmas in each pair of
north-south proximal sample.s is consist.en:tly
smaller than the respeetive station populations.
'rhe last column of table 8 gives t,he differences as
percentages of station populations. Each per
eentage figure is preceded by a n.egative sign to
show that the average number of gemmas in eaeh
pair of north-south proximal samples is smaller
than the corresponding station populat,ion.

DiI!erences
as percent
oC station
pllpula-

tlon

Diffcr
ences

Average
number
gemmas
per pair

In north-
south

proximal
samples

Station
popula

tion

NUlnbcr
of

samples

Station

morpha comp1'essa" whieh the gemmas aequire
during the summer.

The resultant of these several factors is a popu
lation that has a bunched, or modified reprodue
tive pattern of distribution (fig. 12).. The bunches
range in size from a little more than 1 square, foot
to several square feet. Beeause the contours were
spaced uniformly between control points (samples)
the bunchiness is to some extent minimized, but
it is doubt,ful whether there is a bunehed pattern
of still smaller scale superposed on the pattern
shown by the contours in figme 12.

A more significant aspect of the Gem:ma. popula
tion is that it. has a log normal distribution. This
was suggested by W. C. Krumbein and dem
onstrated by my colleague .John T. Hack who
plotted the data on log probability paper and ran
a ehi-square test of fit, Standard statistical tests
ean therefore. be applied to the data provided
they are first converted to logs.

If Gem:!nct und 1I1ya. are in any sense competitors
one might expect that gemmas would find the
areas close to large myas less fa.vorable than
farther away. Moreover, as both dams get their
food from water that, flows over them, the least,
desirable places for gemmns should lie along lines
representing the dominant direetion of flow of the
tidal currents.. In Sagadahoe Bay, this direetion
is roughly north-sout,h, hence the least favorable
spots for gemmas should be just north and just
south of each mature mya. The slime reasoning
would apply if the inimical factor were metabolic
wastes from the mya. Of these two critical spots,
the one in the lee of the mya siphon during ineom
ing tides should be HIe less desirable, on the
assumption that the mya would always be robbing
the gemma of the best, nutrients brought in from
the sea by the rising tide. To test this idea the
senior author, in July 1956. sampled 5 areas around
individual myas living within t,he large sampling
rectangle shown in figures 10 and 7. The samples
(3 inches in diameter) were t,aken at fixed intervals
along 8 rays of a stnr whose eenter was the siphon
hole of a living mya. The innermost ring of
samples was 5 inches from the center, the next
ring 1 foot, and the third ring 2 feet. At some of
the stations, 'rings of samples at. radial distanees
of 3, 4, and 5 feet were also added, but the larger
number of samples required more than one tide
to count the contained gemmas, and it seemed
highly desirable to restriet t.he sampling of eaeh
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TABLE IO.-"T" test of differences between the means of the
north-so'ldh proximal pairs at the 5 sam-pUny stations.

Mean 0.123.
Total squares 0.0985.
t=3.64.
tId. f. (0.9875) = 3.50.

Inspection of the five pairs of north-south prox
imal samples shows that the numbers of gemmas
in four of the five samples lying north, or landward,

presumably due to small differences in favorability
of environment and, also, we lleed not assume that
the variance of each north-south proximal pair
equals the variance of its respective station popu
lation (Dh:on and Massey, 1951, p. 106). As the
Gem'lna population has a log normal distrib,ution,
logs are used tlll'oughout. \

\
TABLE 9.-Ranges and medians of the total n1tmb~rs of

gemmas counted at each of 5 stations

Approxi. Condition
mate ofmyu
ages siphon

(years)

Length
of myas
(Inches)

Dltter
t'Dces

84 _60

Gemmas Gemmas
north of south of
a mya a mya

87 86 +1 2,0 ? Limp.
41 51 -10 3.25 6 Active.
61 65 -4 3.5 7 Active.
92 110 -18 3.75 9+ Vel'Y

17 106 -89 3.0
limp.

6 Vel'Y
active.------------------

Means._

Stations

1. . _
2 _
3. _
4 _

5 _

TABLE 1I.-Numbers of yemm-as north and south of individ
ualmyas and lengths and a,yes of lhe myas

The smaller numbers of gemmas living within a
foot north and south of mature mya individuals
seems to support the inference that lH'lIa nnd
Gemma compete for food. To be sure, diminished
food supply might not be the only factor that ad
versely affects the neighboring gemmas. Con
ceivably met,abolic wastes expelled by lJlya. have
an undesirable effect. But whatever may be the
inimical factors, it seems to us reasonable, since
both lJlya and Gemma are filter feeders, to turn the
argument around and postulate that a dense popu
lation of gemmas might have a similarly bad effect
on newly set minute larval myas. The differenee
in size (length) between mature gemmas and mi
nute larval myas is very nearly the same as that
between mature mya and mature gemma. But
the difference in body weight (soft parts), and
hence the energy requirements, between the mature
mya and the mature gemma is probably many
times greater than the difference in body weight
between the mature gemma and the minute, newly
set larval mya. (Average weight fresh meat of 5
myas=38.9 gms.; average weight fresh meat 6
gemmas=0.0065 gms.; ratio 1:6000; weight of
newly set larval myas is unknown but is probably
much more than 0.0065 gms.-+-6000). But this
body weight difference may be more than offset
by the close spacing of the gemmas (fig. 18) and

from a mya siphon are smaller than those lying'
seaward, 01' south. As mentioned above, this is
what would be expect,ed if the mya were indeed
robbing the gemmas just north of it of the best (or
greatest amount of) food being brought in from
the sea by the incoming t,ides. Whether so few
samples can give reliable testimony on this point
is certainly, debatable. For what they are worth,
the actual counts are given in table 11, along with
the sizes and approximate ages and conditions of
the five myas at the stations sampled.Minimum Medlnn Maximum

45 108 177
15 61 144
32 106 176
54 103 202
17 77 166

log log
N.-S. prox· Station
imal pairs popula- Differences

tions

I. 935 2.04 0.105
1.66 1.75 .090
1.80 1.96 .160
2.00 2.03 .030
1.63 1.66 .230

1.805 1.928 0.123

Station

Stations

1. . _
2 . . _
3 • . _
4 _
5 _

Table 10 shows that the observed differences
between the north-south proximal pairs and the
nlean population at each station are significant
at the 98-percent level and we can rule out chance.

The deleterious influenee of the myas extends
north and south beyond the north-south proximal
pairs of samples. This is shown by the fact that
the counts in all four proximal samples (2 north
and 2 south) are consistently lower than the respec
t,ive station population means. Indeed, the aver
age difference for all 5 stations is 23.7 percent less.
By eontrast the percentage differ~nces of the east
west proximal pairs from their respective station
populations are decidedly erratic (+ lOA, -10.4,
-50.0, +1.3, +2.0). So also are the percentage
differenees for a pair of s'amples selected at random
from eaeh station population (-19.6, +23.2,
+36.5, -30.2, +18.8).

:
1. _
2 ' • ••.
3 _
4 ._
5 _

Means.._. . . _
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the fact that the gemmas raise their siphons ap
preciably above the sediment surface while feeding.
We believe it probable that the dense population of
Gemma in the large sandy part of the flat during the
past decade, or more, has been largely the cause
of the vanishingly small set of Alya in that part
of the flat. See page 332.

It may be that the sandy part of the Sagadahoc
Bay flat, during the past thousand years, has been
subjected to an alternation of variable external
factors that favored first, Afya and then Gemma,
and vice versa. Conceivably, abnormally dry
summers may have favored flemma and abnor
mally wet summers eaused high mortality among
its juveniles. Conceivably also, extended inter
vals of unusually calm weather a.t times of Alya
set, may have favored Alya whereas storminess at,
times of set or when the juvenile myas are quite
mobile in the spring I would have a correspond
ingly adverse effect on Afya populations. In gen
eral, factors such as these would favor or inhibit
~)lle species without much affeeting the other and
vice versa.

Though we have no knowledge about lv!ya's
heat tolerance it may be that abnormally warm,
dry summers, or the progressive rise in mean an
nual temperature observed over the past few
decades raises the mud t,emperature during the
dayt,ime low-tide intervals above the point where
Alya can prosper. In Chesapeake Bay A1ya
al'enal'ia lives below the low tide. Does it do so
because the high summer temperatures in the in
tertidal zone are too unfavorable? Gemma gemma
also lives below the low-tide zone in Chesapeake
Bay. The heat tolerance of Mya seems t.o us
worth investigating for if it is increased summer
heat in the tidal flats of New England that is the
cause of deelining A1ya populations, then no
remedial measures will be effective. In the sum
mer of 1955 we measured temperat,ures between
.63° and 64° F. for depths of 6 to 8 inches, the
depths at which large myas live. For depths of
2}~ inches we measured temperatures between 66°
and 67° F.

During the past few deeades two addit,ional ex
ternal fadm's have been operating against the

I I '1m indebted to John Olude of the U. S. Fish and Wildlifl' g,>r\"ieu for
calling my attention to the spring mass migrations of ju\"enile myns. In·
deed. Olude and his colleagues at Doothhay Ual'bor. Maine. now beli,>\'e
that such sandy flats as make up a large part of the one in Sagadahoc Day
arc morl' likely to acquire and sustain a JUga population by such lIIass mi
grntions of ju\"eniles than by direct set of spat.

llJya population, first" man and then the green
crab, Gal'cinides maenas . Young green crabs may
prey also on Gemma. We have seen a little evi
dence of this in the form of chipped and broken
gemma shells. Sueh chipped shells were found
only close to the Black Rocks Islands, never out
in the midsection of t,he flat. Today Gemma is
in almost sole possession of the sandy part of the
flat, the Afya population having becomc very
small.

Comparison of 1950, 1954, 1955, 1956 and 1957 populationa

Because the bulk of the Gemma population is
concentrated in the eentral part of the flat, we
selected a huge rectangle (see figs. 7 and 10) to
use as a basis for comparing the population from
year to year. This procedure is open to critieism
because it takes no account .of the fact that the
gemmas living in the muddy sediments at the head
of the bay and in Bedroom Cove, for example, are
not represented. Conceivably the faetors that
c,ause fluctuations in the numbers of gemmas living
in the sandy part of the flat may not operate in
the muddy areas or may operate in a less de.c.isive
manner. But it is the sandy parts of the flat we
are primarily coneerned with rather than changes
in the total population of the Sagadahoe Bay tidal
flat.

In the 1950 Gemma. eensus, 51 samples fell in
the large rectangle; in 1954 only 29 samples fell
in ~he same area but they were mOl"e regularly
spaced. A simple comparison of the means of the
numbers of gemmas counted in these two years
showed that the population in 1954 was only about
half what it had been in 1950. A more rigorous
analysis of these data was made for us by W. C.
Krumbein who found that the population in 1950
was 2.07 times that in 1954 and that the 95-per
eent confidence limits on the ratio of the popula
tion in 1950 to the population in 1954 were 1.81
and 2.37.

To compare the 1954 population wit.h that
found in 1955 we used the 29 samples within the
large rectangle cOlm'ted in 1954 -and· the 30 regu
larly spaced samples eounted within the rectangle
in 1955 (fig. 10). The nested and randomized
samples counted in 1955 were not used for this
comparison. The ratio of the means of' the 1954
and 1955 count,s shows that the population
within the rectangle had decreased by a factor of
1.24 between the summers of 1954 and 1955,
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FIGURE 13.--Changes in t.he Oemma population in the interval July 1950 to July 1957.

that is, by about 20 percent. We also analyzed
these data by the same procedure Krumbein
used in comparing the 1950 and 1954 popula
tions and found that the 1954 population was 1.27
times that in 1955 and that the 95-percent con
fidence limits on the ratio of the population in
1954 to the population in 1955 were 1.20 and
1.34.

The close correspondence found between the
ratio of the means and the values found by the
statistical analysis (2.0 vs. 2.07 and 1.24 vs.
1.27) suggests that for comparison of annual
changes in such a population the additional
effort of making a statistical analysis is not
warranted.

In July 1956, the senior author again took a
census of the Gemma population in the large rec
tangle laid out in 1955 (fig. 10), but this- time the
samples were taken at all the corners of the 175
foot squares. This gave 42 regularly spaced
samples instead of the 30 taken in 1955 from the
centel' of each of the 175-foot squares. The 1956
pattern also extends the sampling area to the full

area of the large rectangle. This change in sam
pling pat,tern did not impair the comparability of
the two sets of data, because it was found that the
largest difference between the 1955 and 1956
counts comes in the internal part of the large
rectangle rather than in the peripheral parts.
One might have expected t,hat the peripheral
samples would be generally low, because the
Gemma· population is known to decrease toward
the margins of the tidal flat.

The mean number of gemmas per sample (3 in.
diameter, 7.06 squ8.re inches) found in these 42
samples in 1956 was only 77, which contrasts
markedly with the mean number 135 found in
1955 and 346 in 1950.

From the sampling done in 1950, 1954, 1955,
and 1956 it is evident that the Gemma population
was decreasing rapidly. The Gemma population
was 4.5 t,imes larger in 1950 than in 1956 (fig. 13).
But in July 1957 the senior author took another
census of the Gemma. populo.tion, following the
1956 pattern, and found that this downward
trend had reversed. The mean number of gemmas
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-------1----- ----

Percent 01 Percent 01
Subdivision total area Gtmma

(191 acres) population

TABLE 12.--Percentage distribution of the Gemma popula.
tion h!l subdil'isio'/lS of the tidnl flat (fig. 8)

The population was estimated from 146 sam
pling stations distributed more or less evenly over
the flat as shown on the map (fig. 8), but included

ANCIENT GEMMA POPULATION

Late geologic history of the Bat

One of the primary objectives of studying the
Sagadahoc Bay tidal flat was to determine, if
possible, it,s late geologic history. By this we
meant, the last few hundred, or few thousand
years, depending upon our luck in finding evidence
of successive events that. we could date. During
the summer of 1950, the senior author, assisted
by William Fairley and Herbert Schneider, then
graduate students at the University of Maine,
dug more than 50 test pits in the flat to depths of
3 feet or more. The pits were distributed ap
proximately along the long axis of the flat and
along a line transverse t.o this axis.

In these pits we found two highly distinctive
layers, which we called shell-pavement layers
{fig. 15). 'rhese have been described in detail
in another paper (Bradley, 1957, pp. 670-678).
All that need be repeated here is the senior au
thor's belief t,hat these two layers, which are
remarkably unifoInl over most of th.e sandy part
of the flat, each probably formed as a result of an

also the averages obtained- from counts in the
9- by 9-foot· squares (G-l to G-11). In all,
more than 42,000 gemmas were counted during
the summer of 1954. In making t,his estimate it
was assumed that the mean of all the observed
numbers of gemmas per square inch in each of the
subdivisions of the flat represented the actual
average number per unit area for each subdivision.
This assumption is probably more nearly valid
for the midsection of the flat because of the
greater number of counts made there.

4.9
89.S
5.4
0.2

23
51
17
9

Upper section _
Mid·S!'ction ... _
Outer section. .
Bedroom Cove _

per sample (3 in. diameter, 7.06 square inches)
was 119. Only additional counts can re.veal t.he.
future t.rend of the Gemma population.

The progressive and marked decline in the
Gemma. population between 1950 and 1956 may
have resulted from successively larger losses of
minute gel11mas by winnowing-out of newly born
gemmas by wave action. See page 318.

Whcther this marked decline in t.he Gemma
populat,ion is casually involved we do not know,
but in' Jul~' 1956 for the first time sincp the
senior nuthor started to study this flat in 1949
he found juvenile myas in the sand~' pttrt, of the
flat where gemmas have been most numerous
in the past 8 }iears. These juvenile myas mnged
in lengt,h from about 0.25 to about 0.75 inch
(6 to 20 mm.). In 1957 he found no juvenile
myas.

Total population

The total Gem,ma population in Sagadahoc
Bay (summer 1954) was about 11.5 x 109 and was
distributed as shown in the following table.
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FIGURE 14.-Depart.ures from normal mean temperatures and rainfall at Portland, Maine, for the months of May through
September of each year. The values shown are the algebraic sums above or below the normal mean. Only the
summer months, May through September, are shown because most of the life activities of Gemma occur during those

,months. .
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FIGURE 15.-Distribution and attitude of large lIlya
and other shells in a portion of the upper shell pavement
layer (above); and (below) a section through the same
shell pavement. Below that is a portion of the lower

earthquake that happened at high tide and t.hat
jolted a layer of sand 1 or 2 feet thick into loose
packing so that most. of t,he loose stuff ran down
the gent.le slope into t.he sea. Presumably this
flow followed the slumping int.o deep water of a
large prism of submerged sand that partly filled
the outer part of the bay, as it. does today.
Evidently the shells in this fluid sand laver and
and ma~y of the more dense minerai grains
settled t.o the bottom where they came to rest. to
make the shell pavement.s.

Alya shells from the lower of the two layers
(roughly 3 feet below the present. surface) have
been determined by the CH method (by Meyer
Rubin, U. S. Geological Survey) to be 1,050 ±
160 years old (sample W-40). After this catas
trophic event the flat built up its sand surface again
and new populat.ions of Alya, Gemma, and ot.her
organisms reestablished themselves. Then, about
600 years later, a similar catastrophe occurred
and the upper shell pavement was formed in the
same way. This now lies 20 t.o 24 inches below
t.he present surface of the flat. and has a radio
carbon age of 390 ± 160 years (sample W-328)
or about 400 years. Aft.er this last cat.astrophe
the sand built up to its present level and was
again repopulated. We infer, from geologic
evidetlCe, that the lower part and perhaps much
of it filled in rather rapidly. Mya shell~ are
scarce in the lower two thirds of the sandy sedi
ment that covers the yov.nger shell pavement
layer. Nevert.heless, the Mya population that.
occupied the uppermost 6- to 9-inch port.ion was
really large and produced a rewarding commercial
yield for several decades until it began to fail
soon after t.he end of World War II. Gemma
shells, on the cont.rary, are scatt.ered through this
layer from t.op to bot.t.om. In the summer of
1955 we collect,ed, from a depth of about one foot.,
a small group of mya, gemma, and gast.ropod
shells for CH age determination (sample W-329),
but. our laboratory report indicates that. t.hey are
less than 200 years old. In other words, these
shells are so young t.hat the uncertainties of the
radiocarbon dating procedure are about. as large
as t.he absolute age.

shell-pavement layer. For discussion of these shell
pavement layers see text and an earlier paper by the
senior author (Brarlley 1956, pp. 670-678).
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FIGURE. 16.-Pistoll-t.ype core sampler in operation.

Sampling the ancient population

In the hope t.hat t.he numbers and distribution
of the gemma shells in the sandy sediment over
lying t.he 400-year-old shell-pavement layer might
reveal something about. both t.he size of fmcces
sive ancient Gemma populations and the rat.e at
which the sediments accumulat.ed, we took 33
eore samples (summer of 1954) distributed over
the sandy part of the flat and counted their con
tained gemma shells.

The coring deviee (fig. 16) was designed and
built for this project and used the piston principle
of Kullenberg (1947. pp. 1-46). The apparatus
was designed to take cores 22 inches long and
1%inches in diameter. Because of one difficulty
or another the first. several cores taken were short,
but 20 of the 33 cores had lengths ranging between
17 and 22 inches. The locations of these are
shown on the map (fig. 3), and the discussion in
following para.graphs is based wholly on data
obtained from these 20 cores.

During the coring operation, portions of the
core were extruded an inch at a time. Each such
portion was wet-sieved through a 20-mesh screen
to remove the sand, and then gemma shells were
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counted. Gemma shells are so constructed that
the valves tend to hold together after death and
many were found thus in the cores. Paired valves
were, of course, counted as one individual but we
also counted all the complete or nearly complete
single valves. In reckoning the total number of
once-living individuals, we divided the total
number o( single valves in each sampie by 2, there
by arbitrarily pairing them. To this number we
added the number of naturally paired valves. No
attempt was made to evaluate shell fragments but
this introduced no significant error because, with
the exception of one sample, shell fragments were
uncommon. This procedure in reckoning the total
number of once-living gemmas seems to be war
ranted .by the remarkably close proportionality of
naturally paired ancient shells to the numbers of
accompanying single valves, which we paired
arbitrarily (fig. 17). This proportionality held
through all the cores.

The numbers of living gemmas were counted
separately in the top inoh of each core.

The abrupt and locally large changes in numbers
of ancient gemma shells with depth in the cores
(fig. 17) suggest that it would be relatively easy
to correlate the layers of abundance from one core
to another. This proved to be wholly illusory, and
we were forced to conclude that the peaks of
abundance represent small lenticular accumula
tions of shells and that these lentils have a random
distribution. The only systematic relation we
could find was that in those parts of the flat where
gemmas are abundant today they were also
abundant during the past 400 years.

Being unable to correlate layers of' ancient
gemma shells from core to core we cannot, say. for
example, that there were recurrent episodes
during which the Gemma population flourished and
was of such and such a magnitude with respect to
the CUM'ent population. We may infer, by analogy
with the living populations, that the past popula
tions, fluctuated, but we can furnish no proof.

Comparison of ancient and living populations

We do have a means, nevertheless, of deter
mining with some assurance that the Gemma.
population of 1954 was greater than the mean
ancient Gemma population that inhabited the flat
during the past 400 years. We know, surely, that
the Gemma shells we found in the cores are the
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act.nal accumulation of the past. 400 years or so,
the resuhant. of a long Gem.ma. succession and of
whut.ever factors operated during that long inter
val t.o destroy, or remove, gemnllt shells. We
know from many repeat.ed observat.ions and count.s
that" on the average, living gcmmas are 3.9 times
as abundant. as contemporary dead shells (reckoned
as above). This means that about. t.wo-thirds of
the shells are removed from the area of t.he flat,
wherein they grew. Waves and wave-geneloat.ed
currents move most of t.hem landward up the flat.
but during large storms large numbers move sea
ward beyond the. low-tide zone. As we have no
reason to believe that this same winnowing did not
go on in the past and at essentially the same rate,
we feel reasonably safe in concluding that the
ancient shells we find in the c,ores represent, on the
average, roughly one-third of the ancient popula
tion.

To compare this ancient. populat.ion, whose
shells accumulated over about 400 years, with the
living population, we. can assume that the living
Gemma population (1954) persisted unchanged in
time for 400 years and calculate how many shells

CORE 10

LIVING IDEAD

100 . 0 IpO 200 390

that. hypothetical, and const.ant, population would
be expcct.ed to have left.. In making this calcula
tion we let the 22-inch cores equal the full 400
years. But not·all the cores were 22 inches long;
t.hey ranged from 22 to 17 inches. So for each
inch less than 22 we reduced the time equivalence
of each shorter core by 1/22 x 400. T4is is. open
to quest.ion becnuse it asslimes a uniform rat.e of
accumulation of the sand, which we do not know
t.o be true. Nevert.heless, it. seemed better to
make some adjustment. for the short.er cores, and it
resuhs in minimum est.imat.es of the numbers of
shells to be expected,. We then took the number
of living gemmas per cross sectional area of the
core found at. and close by the top of each core,
divided by 2.2, the life. expectancy of t,he gemmas,
multiplied this by the number of years the core
represents," and divided the result by 3.9, which is
the average number of times great.er the living
population is than the associated dead shells
(table 13). These values sh.ould be, within t.he
limits of OUI' knowledge, directly comparable with
the total number of deltd shells (ancient and
modern) found in each core.
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FIGURE 17.-Number and distribution of dead gemmas in two cores and the number of living gemmas at the top of
each core. Dotted lines indiClLte complete gemma shells with both valves in place; solid lines indicate totai num
ber of dead gemmas; i. e., naturally paired valves plus all single valves arbitrarily paired.
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FIGURE 18.-About 200 genuuas, mostly mature, screened
from one sample 3 inches in diameter (7.06 square
inches) and mounted in putty within a ring 3 inches in
diameter. They are mounted in feeding position and,
thongh arbitrarily distributed rather uniformly, give a
good idea of what the sandy bottom of Sagadahoc Bay
looks like where the Gemma population averages 28 to
the square inch.

The ratios of expeeted shells to the numbers
aet.ually found differ through a wide range. This
was expected from the spotty patteIn (modified
reproductive) of the living gemmas, the spotty
vertieal distribution of the dead gemma shells, and
the small eross section (1.76 square indIes) of the
cores that sampled both. The numbers used for
the living gemmas, however, are somewhat bett.er
representations of the living population because
they are the means of the number found in the top
of eaeh core and the number found in a sample 3
inches in diarileter taken close by and at the time
the eore was taken. Beeause of the variables in
these factors, an(l the relatively sQlall number of
cores, we are inelined to believe that only the mean
of all 20 ratios (2.0) is li.kely .to be signifieant. It
indicat,es that the 1954 population was ,about
twice as large as the average population over the
past 400 yea~. Actually this factor 2 is probably

2.30
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4.66
3.50
1.98
2.74
.55
.76

1. 61
2.52
.95

2.84
1.15
1.79
1.64
.96

1.46
1.34
1. 94

2,300
1,480
4,065
3,360
3,180
2,470
2,285
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980

1,865
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760
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1,225
1,008
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1,257
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836

1,206
1,290
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840
406
339
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519

52
35
96
72
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56
49
15
21
40
28
21
16
23
18
14
3

31
29
25

Our study of the past and present Gemma popu
lations in the Sagadahoc Bay tidal flat. show that
Gemma gemma and "Alya al'enal'ia have occupied
the flat jointly for at least. 1,000 years. Our inter
pretation of the subsurface evidence indicates t.hat
twice during this I,OOO-year interval the Mya and

CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS

a mmUllum figure because the number of dead
shells found in the whole .400-year eohimn of sedi
ment was used in the calculat.ions and cert.ainly
this includes a definite, but unknown, number of
dead shells from t.he Gem:ma populat.ion of the past.
decade. The int.ensive work of the clam diggers
alone would have ensured this, but, in addition,
there have been several hurricanes in t.he past
decade aud at least. one very large winter storm
(Feb. 1952) that blanketed the flat. with a layer of
new sand, which ranged from a fraction of an inch
thick at t.he extreme nort,hern (landward) end of
the flat to more than a foot. t.hick in the low-tide
zone.

If the 1950 Gemma populat.ion had been used for
the eomparison, t.he mean ratio would have been
approximately. 4, because the 1950 Gemma popu
lat.ion was twiee as large as that of 1954. If the
1956 populat.ion were used, t.he ratio would be
only about 0.9.

Mean Ratlo. . . __ ._______ 2.02

TABLE 13.-Compari80n of an.cient Ge'm'ma 8hell8, D, with.
Ihe number! E, to be expected from projecting the 1954
Tilling population (held cO'n8Iant) back over 400 year8

[The projection Is made in aecordanre with the formula E= 7'(2~2)/3.9

where 11 is the number of live gemmas pel' area of the core barrel found at
and close by, the top of each core; 2.2 Is the life expectancy of the gtlmmas:
T Is thespan of years represented by each core; and 3.9 the ratio of liVing to
dead gemmas found on the flat today.J
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Gemma populations were removed catastrophic:ally
from most of the sandy part of the flat and that
the two populations each time reestablished them
selves. We infer, but cannot prove, that during
this long interval various external factors such as
storminess or protracted· calms and summer
drought or summer rains, or overcrowding, and the
increase or dem'ease in numbers of predators, may
have 'alternately favored or inhibited one species
or the other. We assume that both species of
clams are nourished by the same kinds of organic
substances, living or not, that are brought to them
suspended (or perhaps even dissolved like sugurs
and amino acids, Lucas 19.55, pp. 142-145) in the
water that flows over them. Research is needed
to determine whether this assumption is valid.

We have shown by analyzing the population
densities of gemmas in the immediate vicinity of
mature mya individuals (pp. 323-25) that the myas
exert some sort of unfavorable effect on the
gemmas; either depriving them of food or in some
other way creating an unfavorable environment.
Other field evidence seems to support our findings
of incompatibility between the 2 species.

On the Little River flat, which is just east of
Sagadahoc Bay (fig. 1), casual examination showed
that there is a marked inverse relation between
the abundance of Gemma and the abundance of
Mya.

Observations made during the summer of 1950
suggest that Gem.m.a, when present in great abun
dance, may create an environment that is unfavor
able to even mature myas. During that summer
we dug more than 50 pits and, as these pits were
2 feet or more in diameter and a few were trenches
several feet long, we had an opportunity to see a
fair sample of the l\lya population, particularly in
the sandy part of the flat. Before the summer
was over, we became impressed with the number
of myas that had recently died or were in such a
weakened condition that they could not retract
their siphons, which hung down limply. These
dead, dying, and abnormally weak clams were in
the sandy part of t,he flat where they had once
been numerous but where, at that t,ime, gemmas
Were extraordinarily abundant, up to 190 per
square inch in one place.

The Gemma population that summer was, on
the average, twice as dense as it was in the summer
of 1954 and 4.5 times as dense as in 1956. It
may have been only coincidence, but this was near

the middle of a series of abnormally warm and
dry summers (fig. 14). We have infelTed t.Imt
warm dry summers favor Gemma beeause Sullivan
(1948, p. 3) has shown that juvenile gemmas are
killed rather quickly by fresh water. Heavy rains
at low tide flood the flat with fresh or nearly fresh
water, which stands for several hours in the
troughs between sand ripples. We must not, of
course, ignore the ~ossibility that the same series
of abnormally warm, dry s~mmers may have had
an adverse eft'ect on the myas, either through
elevated tcmperuture dil'ectly or perhaps indirectly
through increased metabolic rates and essentially
fixed food supply. Research is needed on the
tolerance of l\lya for moderately elevated temper
atures applied inteImittent.ly (i. e. tidal cycles).
If l\lya is adversely affected by such elevated
temperatures, their moribund condition may have
been independent of the presence of an extraordi
nary abundance of gemmas. An undetected di
sease of the myas might also have accounted for
their lack of vitality.

After witnessing this unusual l\lya mortality
and knowing that the l\lya populat,ion has gone
through a marked decline, one wonders whether
the decrease in density of t,he population has gone
below a critical value, which alone might have
raised the death rate, as it did in the Drosophila
population that Pearl and his associates (1927,
pp. 293, 316) studied. .

Other observations on the Sagadahoc Bay flat
reinforce our belief that Gemma and l\lya tend to
be incompatible. During the seven summel'S,
1949-55, we found no new set of l\11/a juveniles
on the sandy part of the flat except (and we
believe this is significant) in a few well-drained
areas where Gemma is absent or extremely rare.
But in July 1956 a small number of juvenile myas
(6 to 20 mm. long) were found in the sandy part
of the flat where gemmas have been most numer
ous. This may be significant in view of the fact
that the Gemma. population in 1956 was less than
a quarter of what it was in 1950 (fig. 13). Plank
ton studies carried on by the biologists of the
U. S. Fish and Wildlife Service during these years
showed that the waters of Sagadahoc Bay con
tained about the expected abundance of Mya
larvae throughout the summer. Moreover, new
sets of Mya have continued during these years in
the muddy parts of Sagadahoc Bay where the
Gemma population is sparse, although, according
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to the U. S. Fish and Wildlife biologist.s the t.ot.al
]Ylya populat.ion, even in t.he muddy ureas, has
cont.inued t.o dedine with the years.

We believe that the balance bet.ween these two
species has been seriously upset by the great.Iy
intensified digging for l!.lya during, and for several
years after, World "Val' II and, to 8, much lesser
extent, by increased depredat.ions on t.he Alga
population by the mounting numbers of the green
crab Carrionide.']. Both factors have t.ended to
deplete t,he Allla populat.ion and permit. rapid
growth of t.he Gemm.a populution.

Our inquiry has led t.o several inferences and
suggestions but few condusive results. This must
be so until more research is undert.aken-mostly
in the labortl.t.ory. The prineipal defidency in our
knowledge is the food of both Gemma. gemma and
Mya arenaria, not only the specific kinds hut the
amounts that each require. It is desirable also to
know whether the kinds of food differ with the
ages of these two dams. A promising line of
inquiry would be to explore the reactions of each
species t,o t.he met.abolic wastes of the ot.her.
These wastes may contain substances that are
inimical t.o the welfare of poten'tially competitive
species. Only when we understand these things
can we say in what ways Gemma and l!.fya tend t.o
be incompatible with one anot.her. The marked
decline in the Gemma population from 1950 to
1956 suggests the possibility that the gemmas may
cyclically increase in numbers, become over
crowded, and then decrease in numbers, thereby
providing first, unfavorable summers for the set
and growth of Mya spat and then a series of
summers that are more favorable. Progressive
loss of minute gemmas by wave act.ion may, as
noted earlier in this paper, have c~used t.he present
decline of the Gemma population. Significant
decrease in the numbers of gemmas, regardless of
cause, will according to our view increase the
capacity of the sandy part of the flat to support
a larger clam population, either Gemma or Mya.
If the Gemma population becomes very small, say
less than. half of the 1956 density, it will be
interesting indeed t,o see whether l!.fya or Gemma
first succeeds in taking advantage of the newly
enlarged capacity. .

Another subject that perhaps 'warrants investi
gation is the heat tolerances of bot,h Gem'rna and
Mya in both early juvenile and mature stages of
growth. Our reasons for suggest.ing t.hat. heat

may be a critical factor is that the ·climate has
been growing progressively warmer and the fact
that for a time, while the l!.ly(t population was
falling off most. conspicuously, we had in New
England a succession of abnormally warm, dry
summers. Then t.here is t.he fact t.hat farther
sout.h, in Chesapeake Bay, both these clams live
below the low-tide zone, but whether 01' not, high
summer heat det.ermines t.his is unknown to us.

If heat is a crit.ical fact.or one might expect. it.s
effect t.o be most t.elling during summer daylight.
low tides. We found t.hat t,he flat .absorbs con
siderable heat. from the SUll and sky and t.hat
appreciable amount.s of heat are conduct.ed in a
few hours to depths of 6 to 8 inches where mature
myas live.

The heat tolerances of such mollusks, at. various
st.ages of growt.h, should be readily determinable
in any well-equipped marine laboratory. If the
secular warming of the dimat.e account,s in any
significant degree for t,he decreasing l!.lya popula
tion of New' England t.hen remedial measures are,
of course, futile.

We recommend t.hat research on the food,
temperature t.olerances, ~nd met.abolic wastes of
both Gemma and l!.lya. be undertaken to gain a
bett.er understanding of t.he fundamentals in
volved. Once t.he dominant. foods are determined,
some effort should be made t.o appraise t.he amounts
contained in t.he wat.ers t.hat. flow over t.he surface

.of the flut. The current velocit.ies of these bot.tom
wat.ers are already known in Sagadahoc Bay. If
we knew the kinds and amount.s of foods used, a
good est,imate of the carrying capadty of t.he bay
could be made. We also recommend that a
census of both Gemm,a and Mya be continued for
a few more summers t.o test the suggest,ion t.hat
t,he present decline in t.he Gem'rna populat.ion may
provide optimum opportunit.y for a natural set
and growth of MlIa spat in the sandy part of this
flat.
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